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YATT Junior-SAMPLE PAPER 

CLASS 3 

 Each Question carries one mark. 

 Each question has four options.Tick the right option. 

 Total Marks :50 
 

ENGLISH 

Q1. Pick the adjective  of quality in the following  sentence. 

My mother baked a delicious cake for the birthday party. 

a)mother b)cake  c)delicious d)birthday 

Ans-c 

Q2. Pick the adjective  of quantity in the following  sentence. 

The plumber has completed most of his work. 

a) plumber b)completed  c) work  d)most 

Ans-d 

Q3.Identify the adverb in the following sentence . 

The restaurant delivery man instantly delivered the food. 

a)restaurant b)man  c)delivered d)instant  

Ans-d 

Q4.Identify the adverb of place in the following sentence . 

John searched everywhere for his book,but could not find it. 

a)John  b)searched     c)everywhere   d)find  

Ans-c 

Q5 & Q6.Identify the articles in the following two sentences. 

Q5.I saw a tiger in the zoo. 

a)I;a     b)saw c)zoo  d)a ; the 
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Ans-d 

Q6.Manju  works in Kolkatta now but she was born in the United States. 

a) in  b)but ;now  c)the  d)she 

Ans-c 

Q7.Fill in the blanks . 

My sister and ____ went to see ___ movie yesterday. 

a) me ; an b)I ; a       c) She ; a d)Any of these 

Ans-b 

Q8. Fill in the blanks . 

Sunita sometimes ______ scared at night. 

a)get b)getting c)gets  d)getted 

Ans-c  

Q9.Identify the predicate in the following sentence. 

We saw a nest with several eggs in it. 

a) a nest with several eggs in it  b)several eggs 
c) saw a nest with several eggs in it d)in it 
 
Ans-c 
 
Q10. Identify the subject in the following sentence. 
 
My friend likes to play a lot. 

a)Likes to play  b)Play  c)Lot  d)My friend 

Ans-d  

Q11. Fill in the blanks . 

Shiela wanted to study more _____ was too tired. 

a)and  b)today  c)but  d)is 

Ans-c 

Read the following passage and answer questions (Q12 –Q15) based on it. 

Somen is a 11 year old boy.His father is a train driver.He stays away from home on duty very 

frequently. He has to drive trains from one station to another. He has to be  away for several days at 
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a time.Somen misses his father very much when he is away. But when his father is back home, he 

takes Somen on his scooter to eat ice cream and also to watch movies. Somen enjoys spending time 

with his father and  eagerly waits  for him to return home from duty. 

Q12.Why does Somen’s father  leave home for many days? 

a)He has to go to the hospital  b)He has to visit relatives 

c)He has to go on duty   d)He has another home. 

Ans-c 

Q13.Did Somen miss his father when he was away. 

a)Sometimes  b)Frequently  c)Not much d)Always 

Ans-d 

Q14.Whenever Somen’s father  was at home,he would take Somen to do what ? 

a)Eat Pizza’s  b)Watch movies c)Eat Ice cream  d)Both b & C 

Ans-d 

Q15.Why does a train driver have to stay away from home? 

a)He drives trains from one station to another  b) He does not have a home 

c)He has to stay  in a railway station.     d)He does not like to stay at home. 

Ans-a 

Q16.Complete the sentence using the correct possessive pronoun . 

The book on the table is ________.Jayanth gave it to me. 

a)His  b)my own c)mine  d)Any of these 

Ans-c 

Q17. Complete the sentence using the correct possessive pronoun . 

We took our bags and they took ________. 

a)theres  b)mine  c)yours  d)theirs 

Ans-d 

Fill in the blanks with appropriate personal pronouns in the following sentences(Q18-20). 

18.Mother promised___________ that she would come to my school. 

a)him  b)to  c)me   d)her 
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Ans-c 

19.We have to go with _________ to the supermarket. 

a)him  b)he  c)them  d)him/them 

Ans-d 

20.Who do ____ wish to meet ? 

a)he  b)you  c)your  d)any of these 

Ans-b 

Q21. Fill in the blanks . 

Sonu had a__________ notebook and _______ pencils. 

a)small ; two b)lengthy ; two  c) larger ; many  d)two ; one 

Ans-a  

Q22.  Fill in the blanks . 

_______ children came out of ______ classroom on  hearing the bell. 

a)One, the b)Many ; the c)Plenty ; it  d)None of these 

Ans-b  

Q23. Fill in the blanks . 

____ dress is very pretty.________ is even more pretty. 

a)My ; Their b)Her ; He c)My ; Yours  d) Both b and a 

Ans-c  

Q24.Change the following sentence with possessive adjective to a sentence with possessive 

pronoun. 

It is my bag. 

a)It was my bag. b)It is his bag.  c)The  bag is mine. d)It is mine bag. 

Ans-c  

Q25.Change the following sentence with possessive pronoun to a sentence with possessive 

adjective. 

That book is mine. 

a)That is my book. b)This book is mine. c)It is a book .  d)None of these 
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Ans-a 

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE 

Q26.If the English alphabet is written backwards,which letter will appear in the 19th position. 

a) G  b)H  c)J  d)F 

Ans-b 

When we write the alphabet backwards,it appears as under: 

Z  Y X W V U T S R Q P O N M L K J I H G F E D C B A 

H is in 19 th position. 

Q27.Identify the odd one out ? 

E , O ,U ,B 

a) E  b) O  c)U  d)B 

Ans-d 

B.Since the rest are vowels 

Q28.Find the next number in the series given below: 

2 4 6 8 10 ? 
 

a)10  b)13  c)12  d) 11 

Ans-c-12 

This series increases by 2. 

Q29.Find the next letter in the series given below. 

 D F H J L ? 
 

a)M  b)N  c)O  d)None of these 

Ans-b 

The series increases with a gap of one letter.For example,after D + 1 ie F ;the F+1=H and so on. 

Q30. Find the next pair in the series given below. 
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C3 D4 E5 F6 G7 ? 
 

 a)HH  b)H8  c) I9  d)H9 

Ans-b 

In this series,the alphabet increases by one and the number also increases by one. 

Q31.How many rectangles are there in the figure given below. 

 

a)5  b)7  c)9  d)10 

Ans-c 

 

The Rectangles are : ACFD ,ABHG ,BHIC ,GHED ,HIFE ,ACIG ,GIFD ,ABED ,BCFE ie 9 

Q32.What comes next ? 
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a)Traingle  b)Hexagon  c)Square d) Pentagon 

Ans-b 

The sides increase by one in each subsequent figure.Hence after triangle,it is rectangle(4 sides) ;then 

Pentagon(5 sides) .Therefore the next will be Hexagon(6 sides). 

Q33. Find the next year in the series  

 2008  2010  2012  2014  ________ 

a) 2016  b) 2018  c)2020  d)2015 

Ans- a 

The years increase by 2 in the series. 

Q34.In a certain code HEN is written as JEN ,the how will TIGER be written using the same logic ? 

a) VIGER     b)MIGER  c) GEN    d) None of these 

Ans- a 

In the code the first letter is changed from  H to J. J is after leaving one alphabet. 

Similarly for TIGER ,T will become V (After leaving U ).Therefore it will be VIGER. 

Q35.Which is the odd one out. 

 

Ans-d 

The other three are used in playing cricket,where as hockey stick(d ) is for playing hockey. 

Q36.What comes next ? 
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Ans-d 

In each subsequent box,one x gets added and the row of x ’s moves from top to bottom,to top and 

so on.  

Q37. Sunil  made the number pattern shown below : 
33, 29, 25, 21, 17, _?__. 
Which number should be next ? 
a)16  b)15  c) 14  d)13 
 
Ans-d  
The numbers  keeps reducing by 4. 
 

See the boxes kept side by side below and answer  Q 38 and 39. 

 

Q38.Which box is third from left ? 

a)Box A  b)Box B  c)Box C  d)Box F  

Ans-c 

Q39.Which box is 2nd to the right of D . 

a)Box A  b)Box B  c)Box C  d)Box F  

Ans-b 
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Q40.Sunita wishes to measure 50 ml of water.Which instrument out of the following  would best 

measure it. 

 

 Ans-d 

See the picture below and answer questions 41 to 43. 

 

Q41.How may circles are there in the picture? 

a)4 b)5 c)6 d)7 

Ans-c 

Three in tree,one in door,one in chimney,one sun.Total =Six 

Q42.How many more circles than squares are seen in the picture ? 

a)4 b)2 c)6 d)3 

Ans-d 

Number of squares are three and circles six.Therefor there are three more circles. 

Q43.How many four sided shapes are there ? 

a)4 b)2 c)6 d)3 

Ans-a 
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Three squares plus one rectangle(Door).Total =four. 

Q44.In a certain code DOCTOR is written as 256857 .How  is DOOR written in the same code? 

a)2568  b)2557  c)1236  d)2589 

Ans-b 

D O C T O R 

2 5 6 8 5 7 

D O O R  

2 5 5 7  

 

Q45.If the current time is as given in the clock below.Then what time will it be 45 minutes from 

now? 

 

a)9:40  b)10:00  c)9:50  d)10:10 

Ans-c 

Q46.Which  is the odd one out ? 

 

Ans-b 

Rest all are four sided. 

Q47.Which figure does not belong to the group ? 
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Ans-d 

All are rectangles.In a,b,and c ,the triangle is outside.But In d, it is inside .Hence it does not belong to 

the group. 

 

Q48.Which figure completes the second pair in the same way as the first pair ?  

 

Ans-c 

In the first pair,the second figure is the same shape as the first but is  shaded.Hence the same will be 

the case in the second pair also. 
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Look at the picture given below and answers questions 49 and 50. 

 

Q49.Which object is at the bottom left hand side? 

a)Cup  b)Bat  c)Books  d)Notebook 

Ans-c 

Q50.Which object is in the middle right hand side? 

a)Ball  b)Bat  c)Books  d)Notebook 

Ans-d 

 


